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CHUG AND THUG RIDE TRIKE is a rhyming children’s
book ideal for little ones aged 3 through 7. The story begins
with two insect brothers, Chug and Thug, being awakened
by their mom for school. She has to work earlier than usual
and tells her boys they must walk, but Chug asks if he can
take his tricycle or “trike”. Mama Bug agrees and Chug and
Thug set off. Chug, the elder brother, pumps the pedals,
while Thug rides on the back.
CHUG AND THUG RIDE TRIKE was inspired by a popular
folk tale concerning a man, his son, and his donkey, a story
often included in Aesop’s fables. The modern version of this
classic fable resonates just as much to teach children
around world a valuable lesson they will take into
adulthood.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Gemal Seede, holds a Ph.D. in Information Science and has a
passion for writing/producing value-rich stories in several genres
including children’s picture books. In 2013, Seede wrote and
published the first title in a picture book series entitled Chug and
Thug: The Alug Bugs, followed by Chug and Thug Ride Trike. A third
book Chug and Thug’s Scary Movie (working title) is currently in
production.
Seede is the award-winning writer and producer of the 30-minute
science fiction film titled Alliance which has earned awards for Best
Picture, Audience Choice, and Best Sci-fi. In addition to picture books,
Seede also creates video, film and interactive works.
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PRAISE FOR CHUG AND THUG
“CHUG AND THUG RIDE TRIKE is a lovely children’s tale, written by Gemal Seede and beautifully
illustrated by David Macedo, about the importance of following ones own heart and being true to yourself.
It makes a wonderful addition to any child’s library not only because of the story, but because Macedo’s
illustrations instantly transport the reader into a wondrous world where insects, spiders, and worms
behave like their human counterparts: they wear clothes, enjoy furnished homes, go to work, and have
children in school.
The author includes discussion questions at the end of the book to help parents talk about peer pressure
and being true to the self with children.
- IndieReader

"A fantastically illustrated book for children with valuable ethical morals. Highly recommend childrens
book, cant wait for the next book!"
- Abud, Goodreads Reviewer

"Thank you so much for the book! It taught me a lot of things that I will remember for my whole life! Really
enjoyable and Entertaining! I really liked it!"
- Keelyn H, 8 years-old

"Any night I read a Chug and Thug book to my 4 year-olddaughter, she makes me read it to her a
second time."
- Ali I. parent

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
1. Did Chug and Thug's friend's mean well? Did they believe the advice they gave Chug and Thug was good?

2. Was the advice Chug and Thug received helpful?
3. Is it always possible to take everyone's advice? If not, how should kids decide on when to take advice from
other people?
4. Have you ever been in the same bind that Chug and Thug were in where people tried to convince you to do
something and you thought it was not the best thing to do? What did you do?
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